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Human resources planning is an approach, not a
technique, which helps the company to provide adequate human
resources to achieve its goals. It involves three broad
categories of activity. Firstly, the assessment of the
future requirements for human resources. Secondly, the
assessment of the company's likely ability to retain the
human resources it has. Thirdly, the prediction of the
company's likely ability to acquire or attract human
resources of different kinds. All these activities are
carried out under a set of assumptions about the future
outlook of the company's external environment.
The purpose of this case study is to show the
applicability of this general approach of human resources
planning in real-life situation-- a multinational
corporation engaging in the information processing industry
which is characterized by fast changing technology and
marketing and servicing approach.
This report begins with an outline of the general
approach of human resources planning as mentioned above.
Then it brings out some management problems of a
multinational corporation. These problems include tendency
of sub-optimization in local units, friction between
international interface of local units and headquarters, and
compliance to local environmental constraints present in
each local unit.
This report continues with the study of the human
resources planning system of a multinational corporation and
highlights some problems faced by it. A study of the local
units in four Southeast Asian countries is used to
illustrate the diversity of problems faced by the multina-
tional corporation and the solutions it provides. Finally,
it is the success of this system in dealing with these
problems which makes it an example for other companies to
follow.
The author of this report has working experience in
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One of the most crucial areas in which
organizations must plan and anticipate
changes is concerned with human
resources. In order to assure the smooth
and continued functioning of an
organization, human resources
requirements must be well-planned and any
changes in these requirements must be
anticipated.
This case study starts with an outline of the
general approach of human resources planning as mentioned it
management literature. Then it brings out the special
management problems and organization needs common to most
multinational corporations. This case study continues with
an analysis of how the regional headquarters of a
multinational corporation coordinates and controls the humar
resources requirements of each local branch within the
region. The corporation under study is the IBM World Trade
Asia Corporation (SEAR) which is the regional headquarters
of the Southeast Asia operations.
The analysis serves as an example to show the
applicability of the general approach in a particular real-
life situation -- a multinational corporation engaging in
the information processing industry which is characterized
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by fast changing technology, and marketing and servicing
approach. It also illustrates how the corporation under
study addresses in its own way the management problems and'
needs common to other multinational corporations.
The scope of the study is confined to the planning
system of IBM World Trade Corporation. Specifically, the
main concerns include:
-- the planning process
-- the reporting aspect of the system and
-- the internal and external problems faced by IBM
in management of human resources.
This case study then ends with some comments on the system.
Data and information in this case study were
collected by observing the planning process and interviewing
relevant persons in the personnel department of IBM SEAR.
First hand experience was obtained through the actual
participation in the planning process by the author.
Additional information was collected from the company's
internal publications and documents. The characteristics and
operations of the system was analysed in a descriptive way.
Examples were cited from Hong Kong and other Southeast Asian
countries to serve as illustrations of various aspects of
the planning system.
The next chapter-gives an outline of the general
approach of human resources planning.
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CHAPTER TWO
ELEMENTS OF HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING
Human resouces planning is the process
which helps to provide adequate human
resouces to achieve future organizational
objectives. It includes forecasting
future needs for employees of various
types, comparing these needs with the
present work force, and determining the
numbers and types of employees to be
recruited or phased out of the
organization's employment group.*
Most companies establish corporate objectives, at
least in relation to future capital investment, and usually
to prepare themselves for future contingencies. Corporate
objectives are both more effective and more realistic if
their scope extends beyond financial considerations to
embrace the many other relevant aspects of the business. The
importance of human resources in terms of cost and value to
the company demands that they should be taken into
consideration when establishing corporate objectives.
Moreover, if the corporate plans developed from these
objectives are to be fully effective, they must also take
into account the needs, aspirations and abilities of the
people who are to execute the plans. Without properly
* Ivancevich, J.M. Gluech, W.F. Foundation of Personnel:
Human Resources Management. Revised Ed., 1983: pp.131.
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motivated individuals in the right jobs at the right time,
working within an effective organization, the best corporate
plans will fail or, at best, fall short of the desired
goals.
Human resources planning needs to be coordinated
and planned by a person or group of people who are
reasonably expert in the field in order to gather and
analyse the relevant information which is widely dispersed
throughout the organization. The human resources planner
needs information from marketing specialists, policy
decision makers, industrial relations specialists,
economists, and above all, the managers of individual
departments.
What kind of information does the human resources
planner need?
A diagram is used here as an analytical aid to
outline the considerations involved in human resources
planning.
Figure 2.1* outlines the steps which the human
resources planner should execute. There are some eighteen
factors shown in it which the human resources planner needs
to consider in order to assess the optimum recruitment rates
for different types of employees. But in practice these
factors may be interrelated in many different ways. Once one
has considered each separate factor as a possible source of
influence on human resources plans it would then be possible
* Bowey,A.M. A Guide to Manpower Planning. Macmillan 1974:
pp.3.
to analyse the connections between the significant factors 5
and Fig.2.l is intended as an aid to this analysis.
As shown in Fig.2.1 we can subdivide human
resources planning into three broad categories of activity.
Firstly, the assessment of future requirements for labour.
Secondly, the assessment of the firm's likely ability to
retain the labour it has at present, and the calculations of
the optimum rates of replacement of the employees. Also, as
the case may be, its ability not to retain its labour if
future requirements are likely to be less than the present
ones. Thirdly, the prediction of the firm's likely ability
to acquire or attract labour of different kinds. These three
areas are related in that future requirement coupled with
labour retention power determine the size and make-up of the
retained labour force they also indicate the amount of
labour which needs to be recruited for the future labour
force.
It is now clear that the crucial challenge in human
resouces planning is not in developing sophisticated
computer based forecasting procedures, but in determining
what kinds of information are needed, when and by whom, and
the interrelation between different variables, in order that
future requirements may be met. Thus, human resources
planning is primarily an analytical function and only
secondarily a technical function.
In principle, any planning activity should start
with a consideration of the external environment within
6which the company operates. However, there are two problems
with this approach:
a. the number of external factors to be considered by-
managers and human resouces planners is
formidable and
b. the interactions between the external factors are
very complex.
In practice, there are two simple methods to deal
with the variety and complexity of external factors in a
planning situation:
a. external factors can be categorized in such a way
as to eliminate those that are irrelevant to a
particular decision or situation, to identify the
sort of planning effort required and to prepare a
strategy for implementing plans and
b. assumptions about external trends and development
should be set down formally( together with their
supporting arguments) so that their validity can
be reviewed and modifications be introduced in a
controlled way.
The merits of these methods lie in their power to
establish an order of priorities for management action. The
practice of setting out and reviewing assumptions makes it
easier to make sure that the aspects studied are not only
amenable to study but also relevant to the company policy.
The assumptions about external trend and dvelopment
mentioned above may include the following areas: market
trends, technological changes, trends in industrial
j
relations, economic trends, demographics trends, changes in
training and educational practices, the movements and growth
of different industries, and so on. In some industries and
for some firms these speculations may be made quite
accurately. But for some others the uncertainty is so great
as to make continuous human resources planning, and the
monitoring of human resources plans a formidable task.
The final point I would like to make in this
chapter is that the particular circumstances of an
organization and its objectives in drawing up human
resources plans may have a significant bearing on the kind
of human resources plans which are advisable. And however
intractable external environment may be, the essential point
about planning is that it should be useful in identifying
and achieving corportate objectives. The approach outlined
in this chapter is not a panacea. It is not a standard
package which can solve the human resources management
problem of all organizations. It only serves as a conceptual
framework which can help the human resources planner to
design the human resources plan to fit the objectives and
circumstances of his organization.
In the next chapter, I will talk about some special





































































OF A MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION
A multinational corporation must have a
special kind of radar that alerts itself
to situations where specific values and
ways of action that it takes for granted
in one environment are different in other
cultures and nations. It must develop
enough flexibility to understand what
underlies these differences, and it must
recognize that the types of behaviour and
sets of values different from its own may
be valid for other people.*
Scholars often do not totally agree on what exactly
a multinational corporation is. Some propose that it is any
firm that operates in any way, in more than one country.
Others insist that a true multinational corporation must not
only have geographically diverse operations, it must also
have ownership and managerial personnel who are an
internationally heterogeneous group that is they are not
natives of one predominant country.
Each of these definitions represents a rather
extreme position, and the definition of a multinational
corporation to be used here-is: Any firm that has a large
* Hays, R.D., Korth, C.M. & Roudiani, M. International
Business: An Introduction to the World of the Multinational
Firm. Pantice Hall 1972: pp.27.
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portion of its operations devoted to activity that is not
limited to one country. This definition leaves much room
for interpretation and for this reason it is not as precise
as either of the first two, but it seems to better carry a
feeling of the most widely accepted meaning of the term, the
multinational corporation.
A firm involves in business enterprise on an
international scale has all the needs and requirements of
its strictly domestic counterparts, but it has, in addition,
a set of special problems and needs that arise strictly
besause it is multinational in scope. Managing a
multinational corporation is not just like managing a
domestic one on a bigger scale. It is a different job. It is
different because of the special problems and requirements
which are salient when a firm becomes multinational.
The first of these requirements is the increased
need for a systems approach to the management of the
corporation. The systems concept requires that the overall
organization be thought of as one complete entity with
several interrelated and interdependent parts. Each part may
function relatively independently, but the relation of each
part or division of the organization to every other part and
to the organization as a whole must be constantly
scrutinized by management. In a multinational corporation,
the diversity of the various operational environments, the
heterogeneous cultural makeup, and the geographical
isolation of the individual organizational units provides an
organizational atmosphere that tends to promote a
11
'suboptimization' phenomenon. Each organizational subunit
tends to pursue its own objectives but, owing to lack of
foresight and overall direction, the objectives of the
overall corporation may not be achieved. Therefore,
continual scrutiny of the corporation by its management with
a systems concept of analysis is particularly important to
multinational business operations.
A second, and related, special need of the
multinational corporation is the attention that must be
given to the internatioanl interface between its operational
units. The interface, or boundary, between various national
or international organization units is important but these
boundaries can sometimes be barriers to the flow of men,
materials, money,- or information. The flexibility of these
boundaries and management's attention to them are vital to
the success of the multinational corporation. Often the
resistance offered by these interfaces to the flow of
elements to the organization is unavoidable. In such cases,
it simply must be noted and allowed to become part of a
larger analysis designed to optimize the organization's
overall performance.
Sometimes, however, action by the multinational
corporation can make these interfaces more flexible and
thereby facilitate a smoother trans-boundary flow. For
instance, such actions might involve a shortcut to red-tape
impediments or help in establishing improved facilities to
aid in transmission and handling of certain items.
Conversely, action by the organization can sometimes lead to
12less flexible interfaces. Too often, multinational
corporations acted with little regard for how their actions
will be received by others. The consequences can be greater
opposition, for instance, from local government officials.
Finally, a multinational corporation must face some
special problems arising from the variety of legal and
governmental systems under which it operates. Each country
has a different set of patent laws, antitrust codes,
taxation schemes, and so on, which increases the complexity
of multinational operations. Keeping abreast of the details
of all the legal and governmental systems in which a diverse
firm operates is an almost insurmountable task. Therefore, a
multinational corporation requires a major information
system to organize and analyze this information and arrive
at an 'optimal' business decision. The degree to which a
multinational corporation can accurately organize this
information, keep it accessible, and analyze it to yield
action decisions is closely related to the degree of success
it enjoys in the business.
The remaining part of this report is devoted to the
analysis of the human resources planning systems of IBM.
This analysis shows how IBM meets the above requirements in
the area of human resources planning. It also provides an
example of the application of the general approach, as
suggested in Chapter Two, in a multinational corporation.





IBM World Trade Corporation is a subsid-
iary of International Business Machines
Corporation. Local branches and subsid-
iaries of IBM World Trade Corporation
lease, sell and service the complete line
of IBM systems and products outside the
United States. The total IBM World Trade
Corporation is, therefore a multinational
corporation.
IBM World Trade Corporation
The U.S. based IBM Corporation has a very straight
forward way of structuring the elements that operate
internationally. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the IBM World
Trade Corporation is a separate organizational entity. It is
responsible for IBM operations outside the United States. It
commenced operations in its present form on January 1, 1950.
Expansion of IBM's overseas operation started after
World War I by the late Thomas J. Watson, Sr. In the
company's early years, much of its business abroad was
carried out by independent companies operating under IBM
patent licenses or by agencies. With the continued expansion
of activities, these operations were brought under a new
division known as the World Trade Division of IBM. The
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steady increase in demand for IBM products overseas led to 14
the replacement of IBM World Trade Division with a comple-
tely integrated subsidiary, IBM World Trade Corporation
which was subdivided into IBM World Trade Americas/Far East
Corporation and IBM World Trade Europe/Middle East/Africa
Corporation. Figure 4.2 shows a brief organization chart of
IBM World Trade Corporation.
IBM World Trade Americas/Far East Corporaton with a
territory extending across four continents, conducts IBM's
business in 51 Countries including Australia, Bazail,
Canada, Japan, and countries in Southeast Asia.
IBM World Trade Europe/Middle East/Africa
Corporation is responsible for IBM operations in 82
countries including the USSR and other countries in those
continents.
By 1983, IBM employed over 350,000 people in its
offices which spread throughout the world- including
laboratories and a network of over 40 major product
manufacturing plants worldwide. The total gross income for
IBM Corporation was U.S.$40.2 billion in 1983, of which
$17.3 billion was attributed to the World Trade Corporation.
The net earnings generated by the World Trade Corporation
amounted U.S.$2.2 billion in the same year.
Lines of Business
IBM considers itself competing in the information
processing industry. Its products include:
15
. Electronics Data Processing systems, small/
intermediate systems and IBM Personal Computer for
commercial, scientific, educational and home use.
. Special systems to meet the needs of specific
industries such as retail and banking.
. Computer programming products.
. Peripheral and industrial products used with IBM
computing systems, such as printers, terminals,
tape units, disk storage devices, keyboards, input/
output typewriters and power supplies.
Electric and electronic typewriters, copiers
systems, magnetic media typewriters, information
processing products, dictation equipment, direct-
impression composing products and related supplies.
Magnetic character sensing equipment and optical
character readers.
Products and accessories used with data procesing
equipment, including magnetic tapes, diskettes and
cards, punch cards and paper forms.
Brief History of IBM Operations in Hong Kong
Before 1957, IBM was represented in Hong Kong by an
agent which handled IBM's electric typewriters and time
systems equipment. In February, 1957, IBM World Trade
Corporation assumed responsibity for IBM's operation in Hong
Kong and expanded to marketing data processing equipment.
The office then occupied approximately 400 sq. ft. with four
employees only.
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The first IBM computer system in Hong Kong was
installed in 1961, in the office of Pan American World
Airways. In 1964, an IBM 1620 computer system started to
work in the University of Hong Hong. Three years later, the
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation took delivery of
an IBM System 360/Model 30. These are only a few of the,
highlights of IBM's early years in Hong Kong. Today, a wide
range of IBM computers and offices equipment is being used
in the private and public sectors, and in science and
education in Hong Kong.
During the preiod 1975-1980, IBM Hong Kong averaged
13% increase in personnel each year in response to the
increasing demand for IBM's products and services. IBM Hong
Kong currently employs over 500 employees in the following
functions: Planning, Marketing, Marketing Staff, Management
Services, Personnel and the International Procrument Office.
Figure 4.3 shows a simple organization chart of IBM Hong
Kong.
Since appointing its first instructor in 1968 to
meet the rising demand for computer courses, IBM Hong Kong
has continued to play a significant role in the community by
providing technical education and training to customers and
prospects. Moreover, in recognition of its role as a good
corporate citizen and to contribute to the community in
which it serves, IBM Hong Kong actively supports and
contributes to recognized charitable organizations and civic
institutions for the betterment of welfare, the promotion of
cultural activities and fine arts, or other pursuits of
benefits to the community as a whole.
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Company Beliefs and Principles
For decades, IBM has been a leader in the
information- processing industry. Yet there is far more to
IBM than computers and office equipment. Its beliefs, its
ideals and its commitments are what really set the company
apart.
There are three basic beliefs on which IBM builds
its policies and procedures. The first and, by far, the most
important belief is respect for the diginity and the rights
of every person in the organization. IBM has the firm belief
that people are paramount in the business and must be
respected as individauls.
IBM also believes in giving the best customer
service of any company in the world. This demands that the
company:
-- knows its customers' needs and helps them to
explore future needs
-- educates its customers to utilize IBM products and
services in the best possible way
-- provides superior equipment maintenance and
supporting services.
Finally, it is IBM's conviction that the company
should pursue all tasks with the objective of accomplishing
them in a superior way. Another way of stating this is that
the company is continually striving for excellence.
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In addition to these basic beliefs, there is a set
of fundamental principles which guide IBM management in the
conduct of the business. They are:
-- To manage the company in an intelligent and
aggressive way. This requires the managers to
motivate their subordinates to do their job in a
superior way, to have the vision to see the
company's needs and to plan for the future by
keeping an open mind to new ideas.
-- To fulfil its obligations to the stockholders by
taking good care of the property the shareholders
have entrusted to the company, to provide an
attractive return on invested capital, and to
exploit opportunities for continuing profitable
growth.
-- To deal fairly and impartially with suppliers of
goods and services.
-- To accept the responsiblities as a corporate
citizen in community, national and world affairs.
In the conduct of all its business activities, IBM
takes positive actions to insure equal opportunity
to all, without regard to race, colour, religion,
national origin, age or sex. It also provides
employment opportunities to qualified handicapped
individuals.
These beliefs and principles have grown into a set
of personnel policies that include good pay and benefits,
equal opportunity employment, and a full-employment policy
19
which means that employees would not be laid off for lack of
work. These personnel policies have significant financial
implications. As can be seen in the table below, the cost of
salary and benefits accounted for over 50% of the total
expenses of IBM in 1983. The importance of human resources
in terms of size, cost and value to the company demands the
company to plan for human resources in great detail.
Table 4.1
1983 Expense Schedule( U.S. Dollar)
0Total Expenses Salary/Benefits 0
World Trade Corp. 12.1 billion 5.5 billion 46
U.S.A. Operations 18.2 billion 10.2 billion 56
Total IBM 30.3 billiom 15.7 billion 52
The next chapter is an overview of the human
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CHAPTER FIVE
OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
The primary goal of the system is to
provide integration and continuity of
planning, establish clear objectives for
the future, optimize the allocation of
available resources, and finally to
communicate these aims down through the
line and staff organization. All these
are to be done within a decentralized
framework which continues to provide
flexibility and responsiveness to rapid
changes in economic and political
conditions in different countries as well
as in a rapidly changing technology
within the industry.
In Chapter One, I have mentioned that human
resources planning can be divided into three board
categories of activity. First, the assessment of future
requirements. Second, the assessment of the firm's likely
ability to retain resources. Third, the prediction of the
firm's ability to acquire new resources. Through these
activities, a future resources plan is formulated. In IBM,
all the functional elements participate in the first
category of activity while the personnel function assumes
the major responsbility for the other two categories. Thus,
the human resources plan is established by a joint effort of
all the functional elements.
24The IBM operating plan cycle is a continuous
planning process. It starts from the functional elements at
the country level which forms the country plan. The country
plans move their way up to area headquarters and then to the
World Trade Headquarters in New York City. As country plans
are. moving up the line, they. are aggregated into area plans,
and the area plans are finally combined to form the World
Trade Plan.
If we take IBM Hong Kong as the starting point, we
can see that the functional plans are first aggregated into
the country plan, which is then submitted to SEAR
Headquarters in Hong Kong for approval. (See figure 4.2) At
the SEAR Headquarters, all the country plans under SEAR are
combined into the SEAR Plan which is then submitted to A/PG
Headquarters in Tokyo. In Tokyo, all the country plans and
area plans under A/PG are combined to form the A/PG Plan.
This plan will in turn be combined with other area plans to
form the A/FE Plan in the A/FE Headquarters. Finally, the
A/FE Plan together with the E/ME/A Plan will form the World
Trade Plan.
After the World Trade Plan is finalized in the
World Trade Headquarters, it will then be passed back to
areas and countries for implementation. As the World Trade
Plan is moving down the line, a disaggregation process will
take place which will finally break down the Plan into
functional plans in the country level.
The planning cycle described above is for all the
functional elements of the business. Each functional element
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has its own planning subsystem. In this report, I will
concentrate on the subsystem which is concerned with the
human resources element. I will also use the example of IBM
Hong Kong and SEAR from time to time as an illustration of
how the system works.
As I have mentioned above, the planning process is
a continuous one throughout the year. However, for the sake
of convenience, we take April, 1985 as the beginning of a
cycle. At late April, the marketing staff of each country
(see figure 4.3) starts preparing sales forecast for the
current year ie.1985, and the next two years ie. 1986 and
1987, based on various assumptions as to the acceptability
of current and future or potential products, and changes in
political, economic and legal environment.
After the sales forecast are released in early May,
all the functions begin to refine previous data and in
particular to define in more precise terms the types of
programs and projects that could be required to meet the
established targets. By this time, the 1985 plan is
confirmed and the functions are planning for 1986 and 1987.
The 1986 plan will be established on a month by month basis
which after final approval will become the Monthy Control
Figures( MCF) for 1986. The 1987 plan is done on an annual
basis.
The programs and projects described in the
functional plans are turned into human resources needs based
on various productivity formulas. The responsibility of the
personnel function with regard to human resources here is to
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coordinate and integrate the functional human resources
plans to form a country human resources plan which is part
of the Personnel Commitment/Operating Plan for the next two
years. This plan, together with the justifications, is then
submitted to the regional headquarters for review and
approval. The country personnel manager justifies the human
resources requirements for the country in the headquarters
basing on:
(i) estimated growth in sales for the planned period
(ii) backfilling of loss experiences due to attrition
and
(iii)changes in management structure and work procedure.
In order to ensure that the personnel plans are
consistent with the corporate objectives, a device which is
called the Personnel Strategic Direction Document is used.
( Other functions also have their respective functional
guidance documents.) At the beginning of each operating
plan cycle, the Corporate Headquarters issues a Personnel
Strategic Direction Document which will finally communicate
to the the personnel function and the appropriate units in
line management in each country in late May. As an example,
IBM Hong Kong receives this Document from SEAR which in turn
obtains it from A/PG. The Personnel Strategic Direction
Document distributed by A/PG is obtained from A/FE which in
turn receives it from the Corporate Headquarters. At each
level between the Corporate Headquarters and the countries,
the function head for personnel will discuss the Document
with the one in one level higher to him to make sure that he
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fully understands the content of the Document. He then
communicates it to the appropriate operating units and line
management so that the personnel strategic direction is
fully understood throughout the organization.
It is important to point out that the Document is
not a directive. IBM World Trade is very much committed to
decentralized planning for current operations and therefore,
each country builds its own plan. This device is done to
take advantage of the expertise of the corporate personnel
planning staff to complement the country personnel plan
establishment rather than directs it.
The purpose of the Personnel Strategic Direction
Document is to provide corporate personnel guidance on basic
personnel subjects common to A/FE, E/ME/A and their
respective operating units and countries. This Document is
developed jointly by A/FE, E/ME/A, corporate planning and
other corporate personnel staffs. It contains environmental
statements, basic personnel objectives and basic strategies
for personnel. The objectives and strategies addressed are
based on adherence to IBM's basic policies, practices and
principles-It is also assumed that the requirements of each
country's national legislation are met as applicable.
Together with personnel support strategies unique
to marketing, service, manufacturing, and the administration
functions in World Trade, this document provides long-term
guidance and strategic direction for the personnel function.
Thus, the Personnel Strategic Direction Document, together
with the dialogue between headquarters personnel function
28
and the country personnel function and line management 28
creates the bridge between the long-term personnel
strategies and the personnel operating plan.
The final submission date of the country operating
plans for A/PG countries is at early September. For SEAR
countries, the deadlines are a little earlier because it
takes time to combine the country plans into SEAR plan
before submitting it to A/PG.
In SEAR Headquarters, the country plans, Hong Kong
as well as plans of other countries under SEAR, are first
broken down into functional segments. These functional
segements of the plans are reviewed by headquartes functions
as well as senior line management. Figure 5.1 shows the
relationship between functional plans and line plans. At
this time, the various function heads in the headquarters
level will discuss with the function heads in Hong Kong
about the validity of the particular guidance to Hong Kong.
Often it is determined that a particular program is not
appropriate as it was outlined or it may not be appropriate
in Hong Kong. The same will be done for other SEAR
countries. Therefore, there are a lot of variations in the
functional plans between countries.
As far as personnel function is concerned, major
changes in the environmental statements, any significant
deviations from the basic objectives and strategies included
in the Strategic Direction Document and any new personnel
strategies developed in support of functional strategies set
forth in 1985 operating cycle would be communicated to the
29
corporate personnel in the 1986-87 Personnel Commitment/
Operating Plan. Thus, this creates a firm base for the new
long-range plan for personnel.
After discussions between headquarters functions
and the countries, the functional plans for the whole SEAR
are established and these plans will be aggregated into the
SEAR plan which will then be submitted to A/PG for review
and approval. A similar process will take place in A/PG,
E/ME/A and the World Trade Headquarters.
When the SEAR functional plans are established, the
functional human resources requirements are also determined.
The SEAR personnel function then sums up all these
requirments to determine the total human resources
requirements for the whole SEAR. This functional total may
not be equal to the total of the country requirements. If
the two are different, the SEAR personnel function will cut
the country human resources requirements according to the
growth potential of each country so as to make the country
total equal to the functional total.
At the World Trade Headquarters level, the
management there will combine all the area plans into a
World Trade Plan. It also determines the total expenditure
on human resources with regard to the objectives concerning
profit and return to shareholders. This will form the
ultimate human resources plan for the whole World Trade
Corporation. It will then feed back to the areas and
countries where the original proposed plans will be modified
according to the relative sales potentials.
30The country plans will be fixed in about mid-
January the next year. By this time, the 1986 plan is fixed
and the countries are bound by the Monthly Control Figures
set in the plan. The operating plan developed by countries
and operating units which approved by headquarters forms the
frame for operating decision and action during the current
year. It is also used as a measurement device to evaluate
the success of the countries and its operating units. Every
month, the countries and operating units have to send
monthly financial reports as well as human resources reports
to the headquarters for review. If decrepencies are found in
these reports, remedial action will immediately be
implemented in order to correct them.
In the next chapter, we will look at the planning
process in more details.
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Staff Concurrence
Mktq Mfq Service Personnel Finance
World Trade PlanWorld Trade
Areas PlansArea Line Plans
Countries Country Plans
Fig.5.l Relationship between Line Plans and Functional Plans.
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CHAPTER SIX
TWO PHASES OF PLANNING
As in the United States, IBM operates
aboard under a philosophy of
decentralized operations. However, due to
the nature of the business, a great deal
of coordination and standardization is
required between countries and functions.
In order to facilitate the plan evaluation process
in the headquarters level, each country under the A/PG (See
fig.4.2) is required to submit their Personnel Commitment/
Operating Plans in two phases. Moreover, the information
required in each phase is stipulated in the Submission
Requirements Document issued by A/PG. This is to ensure that
the information supplied by countries is what the
headquarters staff needs.
In Phase I, the personnel function in IBM Hong Kong
is required to provide narrative submission and support data
that enable the A/PG and SEAR staff to review the health of
personnel programs and practices in the territory. The
review will focus on:
1. Compliance with IBM personnel policy and practice.
2. Implementation of the basic personnel strategies as
described in the Strategic Direction Document.
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3. Changes in external and/or internal environment
that may have impact on personnel programs/
practices or cause a deviation from the strategies
outlined in the Strategic Direction Document.
4. Plans to improve functional excellence and
personnel contribution to the business.
Phase I input is to be submitted to SEAR Head-
quarters by early August.
Phase II will concentrate on the assessment of
business plans and the development of personnel support
programs. Phase II input is to be submitted to SEAR Head-
quarters by early September.
Phase I- Personnel Review
In this section, we are going to look at what kinds
of information were submitted in the Phase I plan of IBM
Hong Kong in 1985 personnel operating cycle. In particular,
we will focus on those areas that have a direct bearing on:
1. the ability of the company to retain its existing
manpower
2. the ability of the company to acquire new recruits
and
3. future manpower stucture of the company.
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Employment and Recruiting
Before hiring was considered, operating units first
determined the openings that cannot be filled by internal
transfer. In addition, the Phase I plan addressed the
following:
-- External recruiting environment/ competition
-- Availability of new graduates and experienced
candidates over the two plan years
-- IBM's on-campus image
-- List of key universities and the criteria of
choosing them
-- Plans to attain 80% of new hires being new
graduates from key universities
-- Plans to ensure that employees who see themselves
as peers are offered substantially similar career
opportunities and salaries
-- Plans to establish and maintain the best possible
University Relation Programs
-- The quality indicators used to select new hires.
Equal Opportunities
In the Phase I plan, IBM Hong Kong outlined action
plans to support the achievement of objectives for women,
economically deprived minorities/ groups and the
handicapped. In particular, the following were addressed:
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Existing and anticipated legislation affecting the
above categories of people
Recruiting, developmental and training efforts for
these categories of people
Programs designed to move more women employees into
non-traditional areas such as technical and
marketing
Plans to move more women into upper level
management positions
Major business and people issues/ constraints
affecting the achievement of equal opportunity
objectives during the plan period.
Management/ Employee Development
The Phase I plan contained the provisions for:
A commitment to meeting the 40 hour people
management training objective for all people
managers
A commitment that all new first level managers
attend New Middle Managers School within 90 days
Training on required topics as determined by the
A/FE staff and the operating unit
Maintenance of high quality training and
development programs
Significant contingencies and dependencies
affecting management training and development
Employee Development Classes scheduled for 1985 and
1986.
36Employee/ Industrial Relation
IBM Hong Kong identified key items in the external
and internal environments which might have impact on this
relationship during the plan period.
External items included:
-- The 1997 issue which had triggerred off the
emigration fever and caused IBM to lose a number of
experienced employees in the past few years
-- Government's decision regarding pay rise for civil
servants which affected the employees' satisfaction
about their pay increase
-- Legislations about labour/social welfare which
affected employees' satisfaction about IBM benefit
programs and
-- Economic factors such as interest rate, inflation
and economic growth which had impact on the
employees' satisfaction about their compensation
and benefits, especially the Housing Assistant
Scheme which depended heavily on interest rate.
Internal pressures created by such items as
headcount restrictions, productivity targets, overtime
controls, and workload which had adverse effects on employee
morale were addressed.
Phase I submission also included plans to insure
that the key issues or employee concerns identified through
various communication channels were addressed. It also
specified plans to monitor results and impacts of the
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alternate marketing and service channels approach prior to
implementation.
Personnel Programs and Compensation
IBM Hong Kong included the following in the Phase I
submission:
-- An outline of perceived changes or pressures to
change in working time/holidays during the plan
period
-- Comments on the effects of these changes on IBM
operations and highlight IBM actions
-- A summary of action plans to achieve pay
differential objectives as specified in the
International Compensation Guide
-- When local conditions did not permit the
achievement of these objectives, an explanation was
included
-- A summary of coverage and effectiveness of various
management training programs and employee
communication on compensation
-- An outline of education and communication plans to
assist managers in explaining the IBM compensation
programs
A report on absenteeism tracking and reporting
systems currently in place, highlighting
significant trends and actions plans to address any
areas of concern
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A general discussion of compensation trends in
outside companies, with emphasis on IBM
compensation/ benefits survey companies. Recent
changes and their possible effects on IBM personnel
practices were highlighted
-- An analysis of the latest salary survey results.
Personnel Services and Benefits
The submission included:
Plans to achieve the following Award objectives (in
local curenncy equivalents):
a. Awards U.S.$100 and below =15% of the
population
b. Awards $101 to $1500
c. Awards $1501 and above= 1% of the
population
d. b and c together should equal to 10% of
population.
Current status of Capital Accumulation Program
Cost containment elements which were currently part
of the country's existing programs or ideas that
could be considered as cost containment strategy to
the country's benefits programs
Detailed description of benefit communication
programs conducted in 1985 and planned for 1986
• Planned use of various benefit communication
vehicles with implementation date were also
outlined.
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Phase II-- Business Plan Assessment
This phase focuses on information and data which
are committed in and/or dependent upon operating unit
business plans. Typically this will include personnel
resource or cost-related commitments as well as employee
relations issues connected with the business plans. The
operating units and countries are required to provide a
summary of the following:
1. Business plans
2. Resources implications/ exposures of the business
plans
3. Personnel programs to support the business plans
4. Corporate personnel focus items
5. Unresolved issues from Phase I.
The following are the input submitted by IBM Hong
Kong in Phase II, 1985. Agian, we will focus on the human
resources side.
Human Resources Plan
Summary by function for each country, the staffing
for the plan period
Description of how each function would achieve the
following subjects and the personnel action plans
or support program to solve or minimize the risks
or concrens:
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Maintaining continuous employment for regular
employees
. Maintaining a vital and motivated workforce*
Maintaining proper and full workforce
utilization




. Facility openings/ closing/ reductions
Site ceilings




Confirmation that country plans and practices were
in compliance with IBM policies and practices as
well as local legal requirements in the areas of
(1)supplemental and contract employment, (2)
permanent part-time employment,-(3)overtime, and
(4)employee relocations
Description of the resources related implications
of the functional strategies (marketing, service,
etc) and the personnel action plan and/or support
programs that supported these strategies for the
marjor functions in IBM Hong Kong
Explanation of the current and future level of
full-employment/ self-sufficiency planning and the
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flexibility that existed to sustain full employment
in the event of reduced workload or resources.
Employee Relations
A detailed assessment of the Employee/ Industrial
Relation exposures, outlining problems, business impact, and
short/long range solution was submitted in Phase II.
Emphasis was given on productivity pressures and manpower
constraints.
Compensation
-- Detail description of the annual salary program
with emphasis on fairness and competitiveness
-- Detail description of merit pay system with
emphasis on the fundatmental components
-- Level trend reports.
Benefits
• A summary of the external environment affecting the
benefit programs
• A detailed analysis of the current Benefit
Scorecards, explaining the reason for all changes
in the comparative position since last year
• A summary of planned benefits improvements for 1985
indicating which improvements have already been
implemented and the schedule of those planned for
the remainder of 1985
42Detail rationales for planned improvements during
1986 and-1987
Other special considerations applicable to Hong
Kong.
A sample of reports required in Phase I and Phase
II is attached at the appendix of this report.
The inputs described above are only specific to
IBM other organizations might have a very different set of
input requirements for human resources planning. For
instance, the above set of inputs are not necessary in
organizations which are content with the simple 'hire and
fire' policy or in organizations which employ people who can
be easily and cheaply replaced. In this case, inputs on
equal opportunity,. management development are of little
value to the organiazation. Instead, they might pay more
emphasis on short-run demand, sources of labour and outside
compensation and benefits.
Control and Evaluation Systems
The progress review at various levels of the
corporation involves a number of reports comparing actual
and planned results. When an abnormal situation develops or
inconsistency appears, it-requires more detailed analysis.
Moreover, during the planning and implementation process,
changes of parameters and assumptions when they occur
require ammendmants of plans and updating of forecasts.
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These kind of consistency and arithmetic checks,
computation of evaluation ratios and consolidation of plans
are generally done by the Standard Reports Generating and
Updating Systems. These are computerized systems based on a
data base and flexible programming products that can produce
reports on request under various forms, sequences, and
selections. Consequently, countries are able to provide A/PG
and SEAR Headquarters with human resources reports as well
as other personnel reports in a pre-defined format. This
system improves the accuracy, currency, timeliness and
completeness of information flow between countries and
headquarters.
The next chapter is a discussion of the issues in




ISSUES IN MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES IN
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION
The greatest strength of the mul-
tinational company lies not in its
financial resources, nor its marketing
methods, nor even its innovative
technology. It is found rather in the
managerial ability to marshal all the
factors of the industry in a dynamic and
creative whole.*
In the last two chapters, I have discussed how the
human resources planning system of IBM is designed to
address the special management problems and organization
needs common to most multinational corporations as mentioned
in Chapter Three. IBM uses a decentralized planning system
which gives each country a very high degree of autonomy in
establishing their own human resources plans. This helps IBM
to minimize the friction between international interface
between countries and headquarters. Moreover, the system
also enables each country to have greater flexibility in
solving problems arising from the legal, governmental and
social environment under which it operates. The Personnel
* Multinationalism: A New Challenge to Management, The
MBA, January, 1969, pp. 40-43.
45Strategic Document serves as a device to provide an overall
objective and strategic direction for the countries to
follow so that the individual human resources plans will be'
all contributing to the achievement of the overall
objective.
In this chapter, we will limit our scope to the
specific problems or issues in managing human resources in
the IBM World Trade Corporation. First, we will look at the
internal issues common to most countries in the Southeast
Asia Region (SEAR) in managing their human resources. Then
we will turn to a few individual countries in SEAR and look
at the specific external issues faced by these countries in
managing human resources and see how they address these
issues in the context of their own country's environment.
Management Experience
In the 1985 Employee Opinion Survey(EOS)* conducted
in the SEAR countries, it was found that the morale index
for non-managers was down 3% to 60% and the manager index
This is the principal formal channel for the management
to obtain feedback from the employees. This survey is
held separately in each country every year. It receives
enormous support from the managers and the employees.
This is reflected in the high participation rates. For
instance, in the 1985 EOS conducted in Hong Kong, the
participation rate was 96.6% and 98% of managers and 76%
of non-managers were confident that the survey results
would be used constructively. The survey questions are
divided into the following areas: company, job,
earnings, development, management, communications,
benefits, productivity/quality, background, information
system and computing service. Supplementary questions
for each functional area will also be included according
to needs.
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was down 1% to 76%. Among the 12 SEAR countries, only
Singapore, Taiwan and Bangladesh showed improvements over
1984. The key issues common to most SEAR countries, which
resulted in the drop in morale index were management
experience and workload pressure.
The overriding internal environmental condition
influencing the direction of management development in human
resources planning in SEAR in recent years continued to be
the low level of tenure of the first and middle level
managers. This was compounded by an even less tenured
non-management employee population.
For instance, in July, 1985, 40% of the first-line
managers in IBM Hong Kong had less than two years of
management experience, 75% of managers had less than two
years of experience in current management level and 42% of
functional heads had been in their current positions for
less than one year. The effect of this could be seen in the
1985 EOS conducted in Hong Kong. The favourable rating of
non-manager's immediate manager decreased from 60% to 50%.
Some managers were not perceived as doing a good job. It was
also found that employees had low level of trust and
confidence in their immediate managers.
In Philippines, the situation was that 50% of the
management team had less than a year of management
experience in July, 1985. Coupled with the fact that the
majority of employee had less than five years experience,
the man-manager scenario was such that employees relied
heavily for guidance-- personal and job related-- from
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managers who generally lacked experience and maturity to
give such guidance.
As evidenced by the 1985 Spring Survey, one of the
key factors which influenced employee morale in Philippines
was management experience. This survey result revealed the
need to strengthen people management skills of the managers.
This was especially true for functions where there was
concentration of new first line managers.
In Korea, there had been rapid growth of business
volume in the past few years, subsequently there were
explosive growth in employee population and management
population. This had resulted in short experience level for
both employees and managers. In fact, during the five year
period between 1981-1985, the manpower growth rate was about
25% and the gross hires increased at a rate of about 30%.
The low experience level of employees and managers had
become an important issue to meet the productivity target,
customer satisfaction and business objectives in Korea. The
1985 EOS conducted in Korea indicated that there were
management effectiveness problems especially in the area of
people management.
In Malaysia, the 1985 EOS indicated that immediate
managers was a deep concern. Poor communication skills, lack
of recognition, insufficient coaching, lack of direction and
guidelines were some of the comments about immediate
managers received in the survey. This was probably the
consequence of the low experience level of first line
managers who had the responsibility of managing an
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increasingly complex business and people management 48
activities. Management development was essential in
preparing managers for this complex role in the future.
The growth of SEAR means that the countries will
continue to have a very young group of employees as well as
managers. While this has, fortunately, been a product of
rapid revenue and resources growth, it remains to be a
distinctive challenge in training in the first and second
level of management. The prescription is a continual
emphasis on and reinforcement in management basics for these
levels of management in SEAR countries. The action programs
for SEAR in the plan period of 1986-87 are as follows:
1. SEAR country managers will receive 40 hour annual
training (32 of which concentrates on people
management). 95% of all first line, second line and
non-executive middle managers will receive this
training in the plan period
2. New first line and second line manager orientation
will be pursued during the plan years. In addition,
first line managers will be required to have
completed' The Principle of Management' training
package.
3. The following core topics will be conducted during
the plan years:
-- New manager (100% coverage): Safety, Business
Conduct Guidelines, Participative Management,
Employee Relations, Equal Opportunity,
Compensation, Personnel Policies/Practice,
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Performance Appraisal Policy, and Career
Management.
- All managers (excluding executives) will be
trained, in Equal Opportunity, Industrial/
Employee Relation and Compensation in the plan
years.
Workload and Productivity Pressure
Another common concern contributing to the fall in
morale index in SEAR countries is the workload and
productivity issue. For instance, in Hong Kong, the 1985 EOS
results indicated that both managers and non-managers found
workload too heavy. They also expressed a general concern on
significant pressure for increasing output and
dissatisfaction on excessive overtime work affecting
personal time. While it was recognized that workload came
with success and growth, the problem was also caused by IBM
Hong Kong's desire to improve productivity under restricted
headcount. It was found that IBM Hong Kong had far too much
management and employee time spent on meeting aggressive
timetables.
The. workload and productivity issue in Philippines
was somewhat different. Due to the political uncertainty and
economic stagnation in the past few years, the business
volume had been shrinking. To cope with the fall in
business, the workforce in Philippines had been cut from 350
in 1983 to 203 in 1985. This did not mean that IBM had laid
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off a large number of employees. Instead, the cut in
headcount was achieved through the Special Opportunity
Program (SOP) by which employees over 50 years old were
given the option to stay in the company until they retired
or to leave the company earlier and got extra benefits from
the company. The effects of this SOP was that the most
experienced left and those who stayed were relatively
inexperienced. The workload and productivity pressure was
further aggrevated by the following events:
-- business volume started to grow in 1985 and was
projected to reach the 1982 level by year end
-- flat headcount target in 1985 was anticipated
-- attrition due to immigration
-- inability to import additional internal
computing equipment to meet the increasing
demand for mechanization
-- additional workload resulting from the
implementation of new programs such as Security,
Business Control and Quality.
The major factor contributing to the workload
pressure in Korea is the low experience level of employees
and managers due to the rapid growth in the past five years.
The solution to this problem is to provide more job related
training for both employees and managers.
In Malaysia, the contributing factors to the
workload and productivity pressure include low skill level
versus challenging business objectives and inefficient work
procedures and support.
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In general, the workload and productivity issue in
SEAR is addressed through continued improvement in system
support and through organizational changes in departments
and in functions. Moreover, the increased emphasis on the
use of managemnet/employee development program can also
improve the productivity of human resources. It is
anticipated that hiring controls in SEAR during the plan
period will be continued and other alternatives to increase
resources, such as using supplementals and temporary
workers, have to be emphasized.
In the following sections, we are going to select a
few countries in SEAR and try to look at the problems in
managing human resources specific to them and the solutions
the countries provide.
Hong Kong
IBM Hong Kong is used as an example to illustrate
the impact of.political and technology changes on human
resources management.
In Hong Kong, skilled professionals are under great
demand as there has been an emigration fever, triggerred off
by the political uncertainty in the past three years. In the
first eight months in 1985, out of the total 27
resignations, 16 were due to emigration reasons. This
represented a loss of 75 years of experience.
To backfill the experience loss due to emigration,'
IBM Hong Kong was actively considering experienced hires,
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especially in System Engineering in 1985. This was a slight
deviation from IBM's normal practice to have promotion from
internal. However, the situation in 1986 is becoming more
optimistic as the agreement concerning Hong Kong's future
was reached, there are signs that some former IBMers who
have emigrated a few years ago are now gradually returning
to Hong Kong. Normally, they will contact IBM for employment
opportunities upon arrival.
Besides political issues, technological changes
also have explicit impact on human resources management. In
Hong Kong, the 1985 EOS indicated a significant decline of
the morale index in Customers Service. Through various
communication channels, it was found that the Customer
Service Engineers (CSE) responsible for electric typewriter
and copier felt insecure and were concerned about their
future career as they noticed the ET Copier maintenance
work has been shrinking. They also perceived the value of
their technical expertise as 'decreasing' since the new
products are becoming more reliable and require less
maintenance service. Subsequently, their advancement
opportunities will be hampered. Some of them even worried
that they will be asked or forced to transfer to
administrative post which they have no interest in.
To deal with this-technological impact on Customer
Service, the Personnel Function of IBM Hong Kong has the
following action plan:
1. Decide on when and how it should pass the ET
Copier maintenance work to its authorized dealers
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so that all the ET Copier CSEs could be freed for
retraining to service other products
2. Explain to the CSEs the fact that technology has
changed their roles and that IBM has plans to
enrich their jobs eg. involve them in marketing
support and account management
3. Work closely with CSEs on career planning and
employee development in order to maximize their
potentials for transfer.
Malaysia
The case of Malaysia is a good illustration of the
difficulties faced by a multinational corporation in meeting
the local labour legislation.
The Malaysian government's New Economic Policy
(NEP) employment objectives requires organizations doing
business in Malaysia to achieve the employment racial ratio
that reflects the racial distribution of the population by
1990. At present, the racial distribution in Malaysia is 50%
Bumiputra (the native Malaysian), 40-45% Chinese, and 5-10%
Indian and others. This racial distribution must be
reflected in all job categories. This NEP employment
objective is designed mainly to increase the economic
welfare of the Bumiputra which is now the economic deprived
group in Malaysia.
The 1985 year end ratio of Bumi in IBM Malaysia
was 46%. It is planned to increase the Bumi ratio by 2% per
54year to achieve the 50% objective by 1988. It is also
planned to achieve the appropriate ratio for all job
categories by 1990. The racial ratio is now being monitored
on a monthly basis and out-of-line situations are corrected
immediately. High potential Bumi employees are also
identified for accelerated development programs.
Difficult situations arise when IBM Malaysia tries
to achieve the above employment objective. In recruiting new
hires, a larger proportion of Bumiputra must be employed in
order to achieve the racial ratio objective. This means that
some of the non-Bumi candidates must be sacrificed even
though they have the same qualities as the other Bumi
candidates. This violates IBM's principles of equal
opportunity to all without regard to race and national
origin. Moreover, in order to attract and keep the high
quality Bumi, sometimes it is necessary to give a premium to
them. This also violates IBM's compensation philosophy--
pay for performance. Furthermore, in order to achieve the
racial ratio across all job categories, it is necessary that
high potential Bumi be given more opportunities to advance
so that they can reach the high end of the company hierarchy
in 1990 where they are now under-represented. This also
violates the IBM principle of equal opportunity. These
inequalities in pay and opportunity may strain the
relationship between Bumi and non-Bumi in the company.Thus,
the principal task of the Personnel Function of IBM Malaysia
is to harmonize the relations between different enthnic
groups inside the company and to minimize the conflicts
between the objectives of the government and IBM.
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Philippines
Philippines is taken as an example to illustrate
the impact of economic factors on employee- management
relationship.
The key factors which influence employee-
management relationship in IBM Philippines are those which
directly affect living standard. For instance, by the time
the Phase I plan was prepared in July, 1985:
1. Interest rate was pegged at a high 35% level
thereby precluding employees from acquiring assets
which were considered necessities such as housing,
appliances, cars, etc.
2. There was a strong pressure to further devalue the
Peso vis-a-vis U.S. dollar
3. Inflation rate, although better than 1984, was
still estimated to be high at 35% average for 1985
and it was projected to improve further to 29%
average in 1986
4. the government had reacted by increasing minimum
wage by 9.9% effective November 1, 1984. This and
previous wage orders mandated an effective minimum
wage increase of 61% over a period of 12 months.
Altogether the above external factors added to the
employees' perception that IBM salary movements had not
caught up with increase in the cost of living. The
aggressive 1985 salary program lessened this perception
somewhat as evidenced by a decrease in unfavourable
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responses to the question of earnings in 1985 EOS. The 1986
salary program is planned to cope with the change in cost of
living by giving increases more frequently. These increases
will reflect the changes in inflation rate, exchange value
of Peso as well as the movement of salaries outside the
company.
Korea
Korea is the largest unit within SEAR and it
continues to grow at a substantial rate. Besides the above
reason, the uniqueness of Korea with its culture, its
attitude about the role of women in business requires
special attention from the Personnel.
With the exception of Korea, all of the the SEAR
countries are either already in a position where women enjoy
equal opportunity or are making good progress in obtaining
that status in leading companies with which IBM compares for
personnel policies and practices. The following table shows
the attitudes of IBM employees towards Equal Opportunity in
the 1985 EOS.
Table 7.1











As seen from the above table, Korea has the lowest
level of favourable reponses by females and by males as
well. Notwithstanding the efforts made by both the
government and private organizations, the Korean women still
face discrimination against them in business.
Although IBM's practice of equal opportunity is
made known to the recruiting sources and continuous effort
is made to hire more female employees into the professional
group, it is difficult to secure the well-qualified female
applicants. This is probably due to the low participation
rate of women in society and the unequal education and
professional training opportunity against female.
Moreover, it is very difficult to place women in
marketing type of job which requires them to deal with
customers personally.It is because of the negative customers
attitude against female. It will take some time before women
in Korea be accepted as equal to men in business. This is
very similar to the environment in Japan.
The foregoing discussion is centred around IBM and
its environment. For a more general discussion of how the
external environment, especially labour legislation, social
and political constraints, affects management's autonomy of
multinational corporations, see Chapter 4 of International
Business: Environments and Operations.* It also provides a
number of solutions to the external enviromental issues used
by other corporations.
By Denis, J.D. Orgram, E.W.Jr. and Radebaugh, L.H.
(1983).
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In IBM, the human resources plan itself is
structured along country lines, but it is broken into
functional segments. This facilitates the use of functional
guidance, which the countries have received, and in turn,
the analysis that will be performed by the functional group
at the headquarters at review time. One of the great
benefits received from this approach is that each functional
element feels a strong reponsibility for the planning effort
as well as the results that occur during the year. They also
feel the responsibility and the willingness of management to
listen to their strategic aims.
A further benefit is that planning is done not by
an isolated group but by the line and staff organizations
which share responsibility for accomplishment of the
objectives as well. The senior management lends direction to
the system and the personnel function adds coordination and
evaluation. Moreover, the dialogue between personnel
function in the headquarters level and the personnel
function and line management in the country level
strengthens the relation between long-term strategy and
short-term operating plan.
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In preparing, consolidating, and evaluating the
human resources plan, IBM uses a number of mathematical
tools and computerized systems. I have not attempted to
describe them in the research report. It seems necessary,
however, to mention that the role they play has a
considerable impact on the planning system. The computerized
systems have increased the processing and analytical
capabilities of the human resources planners. They also
insure that planning and evaluative data are consistent,
standardized, rapidly generated, and readily available to
the receivers. These systems free much of the management
effort from preparing reports and checking the accuracy and
consistency of data and thus, enable the managers to spend
proportionately more time on improving the effectiveness of
human resources allocation throughout the organization.
Over the past five decades, IBM has grown into one
of the giants of the industrial world. The company's success
in managing its human resources is the one thing above all
others that IBM's competitors envy most. IBM does its
homework in planning for human resources so serious as to an
almost absurd extent, but its approach seems to pay off. I
hope this approach can serve as a model to be followed by
other multinational corporations in planning for their human
resources.
Finally, humman resources data continue to be
increasingly important to serve as the basic consideration
of business policies. The pressure to improve the
productivity and quality of human resources planning system
61will continue to increase in the years to come. Every
company, including IBM, must be conscious of this pressure
and anticipates the need for a continuous refinement of
their own systems to cope with future needs.
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE REPORTS
Personnel Resources Reports 63- 75
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85-87 CO 1`1IT/OPER PLAN
INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNEES OUTLOOK
COUNTRY




























84YE 84YE 85LE 85LE 86PLAN 86PLAN
NO.% NO. NO. %
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 100 100 100
WOMEN EMPLOYEES
TOTAL PROF EMPLOYEES 100 100 100
WOMEN PROF EMPLOYEES
TOTAL MANAGERS 100 100 100
WOMEN MANAGERS




































NOTES: (1) SUB1IT LEGAL AND/OR MEDICAL DEFINITION USED IN
PARTICULAR COUNTRY
(2)IF THERE IS A PERCENT OF POPULATION OR OTHER
REQUIREMENT, PLEASE SPECIFY
(3) SEE ATTACHMENT FOR FURTHER DEFINITIONS
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MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT EXHIBIT
This exhibit is to be completed by Japan, Australia,
New Zealand and SEAR.
ATTACHMENT C









A. MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT STAFF
NUMBER OF MD MANAGER(S):
NU4MBER OF MD MGR/INSTRUCTOR STAFF
WITH IBM MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE:
ON ROTATIONAL ASSIGNMENT:
ON PERMANENT ASSIGN1ENT:
NUMBER OF MD MGR/INSTRUCTOR STAFF
W/O IBM MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE:
TOTAL NUMBER OF MD STAFF (INCL MGR):
B. MANAGEMENT POPULATION







OF MANAGERS WHO WILL
ATTAIN 40 HRS OF MD TRAINING
OF MANAGERS WHO WILL ATTAIN 32
HRS OF PEOPLE MANAGEMENT TRAINING
xxxx
xxxx
































































CHANGE IN AVGE SAL BONUSES ISM












MAN YEARS OF REGULARHEADCOUNT






COST DUE T MOVEMENTS IN
SAVINGS DUE TO MOVEMENTS OUT
COST OF UNCHANGED REGULAR BONUSES
COST OF CHANGE REGULAR BONUSES
COST OF OTNER BONUSES
TOTAL COST OF SALARY AND BONUS
ANNUALIZED YIE PAYROLL
DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE
COMPENSATION COST 1% PTO





















NON MANUF ACTURING MANUF ACTURING













FUNCTION QPOP AVLV PTO QPOP AVLV PTO







DATA USED IN DEVELOPING SALARY INCREASE PROGRAM
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PLANNED YEAR END 1935

































SALARY /BENEFITS SURVEY COMPANIES
SURVEY COMPANIES
COMMENTINDUSTRY














21 Pay vs Dut/Resp
Mgr
Non-Mgr















A/PG core question number







WORXING HOURS STATUS - PHASE I













PLANNED HOLIDAYS - 1986:
HOLIDAY NAME
DATE
Please refer to Appendix B
IBM CONFIDENTIAL























GENERAL HOLIDAYS FOR 1986
HONG KONG
Every Sunday
The first week-day in January Wednesday 1 January
The day preceding Lunar New Year Saturday 8 February
The second day of Lunar New Year
Monday 10 February
The third day of Lunar New Year Tuesday 11 February
Good Friday Friday 28 March





Tuen Ng (Dragon Boat) Festival. Wednesday 11 June
The Birthday of Her Majesty the
Queen Saturday 14 June
The Monday following the Queen's
Birthday
Monday 16 June
The Saturday preceding the last
Monday in August
Saturday 23 August
The last Monday in August, which
shall be Liberation Day Monday 25 August
The day following the Chinese
Mid-Autumn Festival
Firday 19 September
The day following Chung Yeung Festival. Monday 13 October
Christmas Day
Thursday 25 December
The first week-day after Christmas Day Friday 26 December
Note:- The dates announced for the Birthday of her Mayjesty the
Queen and the Monday following the Queen's Birthday in 1986
are provisional only and may be subject to change.Any








1. AVERAGE QUALIFIED HEADCOUNT CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING H/C+ ENDING H/C
2
2. AVAILABLE WORK DAYS (TOTAL COUNTRY) ARE CALCULATED FOLLOWS AS
FOLLOWS
(365-(WEEKENDS+HOLIDAYS+VACATION DAYS))X AVERAGE H/C
3. OTHER ABSENCE DAYS (TOTAL COUNTRY) IS TOTAL OF ALL DAYS NOT
WORKED BY EMPLOYEES OTHER THAN THOSE NOTED IN 2, I.E.,















LEGAL VOL TOTAL % CH
1986
LEGAL VOL TOTAL % CH
1987



























EXPLAIN DIFFERENCES IN COMPANY LIST FROM SALARY SURVEY OR CHANGES FROM LAST YEAR, IF ANY ON A SUPPLEMENTARY PAGE.
USE PARENTHESES TO DENOTE WHERE IBM 'OR SURVEY COMPANIES DO NOT HAVE THE BENEFIT PLAN.





















SHOW COST OF IMPROVEMENT FOR A FULL YEAR. PROPORTIONATE AMOUNT SHOULD BE
REFLECTED ON CPB-1 IF IMPROVEMENT IS TO BE EFFECTIVE FOR LESS THAN 12 MONTHS.
JUSTIFICATION FOR IMPROVEMENT SHOULD BE INCLUDEI} IN PLAN NARRATIVE








NUMBER OF CURRENT RETIREES
NUMBER OF SURVIVING SPOUSES RECEIVING PENSIONS:








DATE OF LAST ADJUSTMENT TO RETIREE PENSIONS:
NOTE: ANTICIPATED PENSION ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE
REFLECTEDON CPB-3
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING IF YOU HAVE A MODIFIED CAREER AVERAGE
RETIREMENTPLAN:
CURRENT BASE EARNINGS PERIOD 19 THROUGH19
DATELASTUPDATED:
CHANGE IN SCORECARD POSITION:
SCORECARD AFTER LAST UPDATE:
CURRENTSCORECARD:
DETERIORATION OF BENEFIT DELIVERY SINCE LAST UPDATE (AVERAGE):
IBMPENSION:
COMBINED IBM AND LEGAL PENSION:
NOTE: ATTACH COPY OF LATEST DETERIORATION ANALYSIS
INCLUDE PLANNED BASE PERIOD UPDATES ON CPB-3
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN IBM RETIREMENT PLAN, ATTACH A STATEMENT
OUTLINING:
A) ADEQUACY OF CURRENT LEGAD (SOCIAL SECURITY/TERMNATION
INDEMNITY, ETC.) BENEFITS.










About Your Company booklet Update
Benefit posters and displays









Assume a married employee with two minor children. Use the
average year-end 1985 salary and service in completing these
















G. IBM Retirement Plan
Death in Service
Provisions





J. Total Amount as a






CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLAN STATUS
1. Do you have a Capital Accumulation Plan?
2. If no, briefly describe why you do not have a plan:

















NOTE: B. Express in terms of minimums and maximums as a percentage of
wages/commissions/et.c., or as stated currency amounts.
D. Percentage of employee population participating in the program as
of June, 1985.
E. Briefly describe the tax advantages to employees and to IBM
.provided by the program.
4.If you are planning to implement a capital accumulation plan
in 1986, or improve an existing plan, briefly describe the
elements of your proposal in the same format as 3 above.
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PROGRAM
STATUS/PLAN
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